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"Our writers ure on strike

a h e ah&l~ticle
INSIDE
Who won the
Chanticleer's male and
female athletes of 2007?
Find out, plus the full
week of sports.

WP 5b

ON CAMPUS
Hundreds attend as
Spirit Drum and Bugle
Corps hold their
annual tryouts.

psss

Constitution met with apathy
Reading suffers from slim attendance, ignorance
By Brandon Ho!ljagsworth
News Editor
All the trappings of a public
demonstrationwere there: a stage,
a microphone, loudspeakers.
The one thing missing from'
the College Council for
Constitutional Reform's (CCCR)
reading of the 1901 Alabama
Constitution was people.
Students Sabrina Ussery and
Tim Wyatt read selections from

the 1901 constitution on the scientist Bill Lester said. "Things
TMB lawn Tuesday afternoon, seem to be going well, and people
Nov. 27. However, chairs set up aren't worked up about ~t."
Sabrina Ussery, president of
for a potential audience remained
unfilled as the afternoon wore the CCCR, agreed with Lester's
on, evidence of how difficult it assessment.
"A lot of people don't even
is to engage people in a debate
about the merits of constitutional know Alabama has aconstitution,
. which was mind-boggling to
reform.
"It's further down the agenda me," she said. "And those that do
of things that are going on in
Sabrina Ussery, president of the CCCR, reads Alabama's
people's lives," JSU political
See constitution,^ page 3A state constitution. Photo by Matt McRae 1 The Chanticleer
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Forecasf calls for high
chance of success and
scattered afternoon
good impressions for
young' Joshua Morrison,
son of JSU Field
School coordinator
Renee Morrison.
Page 2A

QUESTION of the
WEEK
What is your least favorite
part of the holidays?

,Su,rvey:Students
mostly satisfied
By Brandon Hollingsworth
News Editor
There are notable differences
in how first-year students and
seniors perceive the academic
and social experiences they
receive at JSU, according to a
new national survey.
The tenth annual National
Survey of Student 6ngagernent
(NSSE) surveyed students
across the United States to
get -their take on five fields,
including academic challenge,
student-faculty
interaction
and a suooortivk carnDus

how engaged students are in
the educational process," Dr.
Tim King, Vice President of
Student Affairs, said. "Not just
(as) passive recipients. It's a
difficult thing to measure."
Of first-time students, 48.8
percent were satisfied with the
level of academic challenge
at J'SU, and 54.5 percent
of seniors were satisfied..
Academic cllallenge weighs
the intellectual and creative
loads students face.'
"Active and collaborative
learning" was a phrase the
NSSE used to describe class

,

get -their take on five fields, loads students face.
"Active and collaborative
including ,academic challenge,
- student-faculty
interaction learning" was a phrase the
and a supportive campus NSSE used to describe class
environment. The five areas, participation, pr~sentationsand
according to NSSE, are the preparation time spent outside
ones studies suggest college- the classroom. Forty percent
bound .students look for when of firstlyear students said they
evaluating choices in higher engaged in such activities,
education.
"(The suryey) 'finds out See "National survey,'' page 3A

Beth Anne Lawrence, QCM c m u n b r d ;p&mdr . Ma~massists. BELOW A very
excited',Megan got to R)ed ?nd tdk'ta thb M m l R q laherinas before
. . the paraqe.
-Photo by Bethany Harbison / The Chanticleer 'P
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S h m i n g in crowded malls
29%
Gaining we~ghtfrom
all the delicious holiday food
24%
Swation Army asking
for handouts
;
. .i.20%
lncegsant Christmas music
13%
your relatives
7%
Other
7%
%.-
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JSUboxes up love
for needy kids
By Bethany
Copy Editor

A bright blue toboggan l.s

. c

pulled down over her ears.
months
she's zipped up in a cozy
blue and white coat and
she's wearing blue jeans.
,5
Deciphering 11-year-old : .
Megan ,Brittain's favorite
color isn't the hard part.
But after just seeing the
y e
way her eyes sparkle'with
laughter and watching the
way she instantly befriends. +'
everyone she
'

many people are
too excited about the sales
and people end-up getting
hurt. I. would be willing to
shop with the crowds if it
wasn't so chaotic."
- Martez Packer
"$0

~ e week's
d
question:
How will Y O L be
~
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bith the History Club and Phi
Alpha Theta,which is the international history honor society, for the sixth time to host a
shoebox gift drive for impoverished Guatemalan children.
"You really see the need
when you visit Guatemala,"

8.'
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entire-lifetime.YOU would
never know that she lost
her mother to cancer this

Sandy
,. ~ y-n c h. organized.the

See "Cover s '
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sickness could a~&stiaw.@
down.
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Unless she tu&&:
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never know t t t a t ; ~ - 6 e P
cancer. YOU WOUICI
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know that Lthe s - p *
1W o d ; E@l
young life,& bs' tbdwed , S0rlb~',-%cew
more pain and sufliilng than ~odifatd,.*~&&%$ tW,''
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arbi is on

~maginea world where a
shoebox is ,a treasure chest,
and the. smallest gifts are
riches tobe ctierished.
Dr. ,George Lauderbaugh,
associate professor of history
at ~acksonvilleState University, no longer has to imagine
such a place.
In 2003, he traveled to
Guatemala and witnessed the
depth of the nation's poverty
with
Lauderbaugh
his own eyes.
is teaming up
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A young Guatemalan girl receives her shoebox, which
contains everyday
items
that bring joy tp the impoverished. - photo courtesy of
Dr. George Lauderbaug
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aHolidays light up campus
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JSU ~ o d e lArab Leggue
Club will be holding a used
book sale on ~hursbay,Nov.
29, in the lobby of Martin Hall.
Prices will range 'from $50
to $2.00. For more information, contact Jason Sumner at
jsu6374k@jsu.edu.

JSU professor and
the Alabama
Writing Project state .
network Lisa Williams
attended the 2007
National Writing
Project (NWP) Annual
Meeting in New York
City, Nov. 15-1 7. The
NWP Annual Meeting
provided a venue for
teachers throughout the
country to learn from
each other and become
familiar with national
trends and issues that
affect the teaching of
writing.

, director of

The Student Health Center
is offering by . appointment
the flu vaccine at a cost of
$15.00. The vaccine must
be administered during the
physician's hours: Mondays
and Wednesdays from 1:30 5 3 0 p.m. and Fridays from 8:00
a.m. until 12:OO p.m. Please
call 702-5310 to schedule an
appointment.

I

I

Thursday, November 29
Interfraternity Council
Meeting, 30@TMB, 2:30 3:30 p.m.
Fall Chamber Winds Concert,
Leone Cole Auditorium, 7:00
- 10:OO p.m,
World AIDS Day, 2nd floor
TMB Lobby, 10:OO am. - 2:00
p.m.
Friday, November 30
Last day of regular class
sessions
NPHC General Council
Meeting, 220 Stephenson Hall,
3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Who's Who Pictures, 2nd
floor TMB Lobby, 1:00 - 4:00
p.m,
Monday, December 3
Spring 2008 tuition due today
Traffic Court, Student Life
Conference Room, 4:00 500 p.m.
Panhellenic Council Meeting,
m..
, ,-,,
*
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS

Students, faculty, staff and guestscrowded into President and Mrs. Meehan's home Monday night to visit and view the countdown to JSU in Lights. Many student organizations, such as SGA and the JSU Ambassadors were well represented at the
event. Photo by Toni Merriss / The Chanticleer

JSU's Wellness
Wednesday program
for November, "Toss
Out Tobacco," was held
on Wednesday, Nov.
28. It was rescheduled
from the original date of
Nov.14. On that day, the
Jack Hopper Dining
Hall, which normally
houses Wellness
Wednesday programs,
was occupied as over
600 area high school
students visited camDus
I for an SGA conference.

'

The JSU Finan'cial
Aid office reports all
students who receive
federal student loans
and who graduate in December must
complete exit counseling
prior to graduation.
Potential fall graduates
can cornplete exit
counseling at the
Financial Aid Office
located in Room 107
Bibb Graves Hall or
complete exit counseling
via the Internet.

I

-From wire service

The spirit of JSUHundreds attend drum and bugle tryout
By Justin Tippett
Staff Reporter

Thk selected Spirit team practices televised events, which are now presented
one weekend a month during the wifiier on ESPN2. It is considered "Marching
months. They then prepTe for their Music's Major League".
Each year, more than 8,000 students
This weekend, auditions were held for move-in, or all days, spring .training in
audition for the fewer than 3,500 positions
this year's Spirit Drum and Bugle Corps. May before the pup.goes an tour.
"We went to California last y e k for available. in top-tier DCI member corps.
The auditions were held as an open-house
camp, and anyone between the ages of 16 the Drum Corps Iniemational World - Of the.members, 66 percent are Gale, and
and 21 was welcome to try out. About 300 Championships, and this year it's being 72 percent of the members are full-time
attended, and they ranged from students held in a new building in Indianapolis, college students. The average involved
student is 19 years old.
here at Jacksonville State University to Indiana," Stovall said.
Drum Corps International started more
"During the sumnler months, they
young adults from all over the country.
"People play for the staff, go through than three decades ago and has now eat off of a semi-truck converted into a
clinics, then we narrow it down to 150 developed into a powerful, nonprofit, cafeteria," Stovall said. "It's pretty much
youth
activity.
a kitchen
on wheels,"
he.said.
people," Assistant Director Jeremy Stovall global
..
....
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-
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CAMPUS
CRIME
Wednesday, Noyember 14

Student Clayton G.
Mathis rennrted hurolarv
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Conference Room, 4:00 5:00 p.m.
Panhellenic Council Meeting,
Curtiss Hall, 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Student Senate Meeting,
TMB Auditorium, 6:00 - 8:00
p.m.
Freshman Forum Meeting,
TMB Auditorium, 7:45 - 9:00
p.m.

Tuesday, December 4
Academic Preparation Day,
no classes
Wednesday, December 5
Finals begin
Karaoke in the Caf, Jack
Hopper Dining Hall, 10:OO p.m.
- 12:OO a.m. Charge: $4 or one
meal plan

GOODBYE
FROM OUR AD
DIRECTOR
It's time for me to say goodbye
to all the loyal Chanticleer
readers and, most importantly,
the staff of this great paper.
Throughout my tenure as
Advertising Director, 1 saw
many people come and go, yet
one thing remained constant:
the love they had for this
publication.
Though there have been good
times and bad, I'll always
remember my time here as an
amazing journey.
I appreciattthe opportunity
former Editor in Chief Jennifer
Bacchus gave me, and for
Jessica Summe and Toni
Merriss for allowing me to
continue in this great position.

As I leave, I will not only be
walking awayfrom a great
job, but a group of people
who are more like family than
colleagues.
I hope my successors find this
love as well.
Goodbye everyone, and GO
GAMECOCKS!

- Jaclyn cosper
i
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"People play for the staff, go through
clinics, then we narrow it down to 150
people," Assistant Director Jeremy Stovall
explained.
Spirit is a drum corps consisting of
brass, percussion and color guard.
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than three decades ago and has now
developed into a powerful, nonprofit,
global youth activity.
It provides entertainment to millions
with more than 35 world championships
with live performances and nationally
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eat off of a semi-truck converted into a
cafeteria," Stovall said. "It's pretty much
a kitchen on wheels," he said.
Of the 150 selected from this past
weekend, only about 40 are actually
students here at Jacksonville State.

Forecast of success for Morrison
Joshua's trip to Washington D.C. for the
www.geeksinthewoods.org.
"The emotion I have for the organization "More Kids in the Woods" forum. Joshua
is gratitude," Joshua Momson said. "I am impressed his peers by delivering a speech
Renee Morrison is more than a JSU thrilled to see that young people are being at the American Academy of Science.
"The amount of joy I receive from
graduate and field school coor+nator. She recognized for their efforts to better their
seeing,
Joshua prosper cannot be
environment."
is also the former education director for
measured,"
Renee Morrison said. "He is
Recently,
Joshua
has
been
invited
the Anniston Museum of National History,
becoming so successful by being open to
to
Washington,
D.C.,
for
the
Weather
and she is the mother of 16-year-old Joshua
Channel Forecast's Earth Summit. The every experience."
Momson, sophomore at Jacksonville High
With Joshua's leadership skills and
Earth Summit is a three-day meeting that
School.
focuses on environmental educational brainpower, there is only one question
"Raising my children has surpassed campaigns, and it allows the student left: Will he attend Jacksonville State
all accomplishments in my life," Renee participants to deliberate with some of the University?
Morrison said.
"If I have anything to say about it,
greatest climatol~gistsand other scientists
Joshua m orris on is the founder and from around the world. Joshua will be Joshua will attend JSU, but he is thinking
the director of Gaming Environmentally competing against 19 other high schmi about coming to JSU for undergraduate
Educated Kids, also called Geeks in students from across the United States for school and then attending Harvard for
the Woods. Geeks in the Woods is an Weather Channel prizes.
graduate school," Renee Morrison said.
organization that promotes outdoor
Luckily for Joshua, he has experience "All I really want him to do when he
acthities over playing video games and in the nation's capital. Earlier this year, comes of age is be the best in whatever it
listening to mp3 players. The Web sile is the USDA Forest Service sponsored is he decides to do."

By Shalon Montgomery
Staff Reporter

Shoebox:'Acc
Lauderbaugh explained
that the best way students,
Lauderbaugh said. "There faculty or others can conare so many people-about
tribute is by putting together
60 percent of the popula- a shoebox filled with small,
tion- who live in poverty."
new items. Stuffed animals,
After hearing of the shoe- picture books and solar calbox program through his culators are just a few of
involvement with Partners possible gifts.
of America, Lauderbaugh
Johnson said that for
decided to try the project at these kids, the simplest of
JSU. Last year, organizations gifts will be a reason to celacross the state sent about ebrate.
7,000 stuffed shoeboxes to
"I don't know what it's
Guatemala, and 325 of them like not to have a toothbrush
came from JSU.
or clean socks, but these
This year, Phi Alpha The- children do," Johnson said.
ta secretary Karlie Johnson "To get little things like a
said that the co-sponsoring yo-yo or jacks or some litorganizations are hoping to tle toy that they don't have
meet and perhaps surpass will really brighten up their
that goal.
day."
"We don't want to deAny kinds of liquids, medcrease, we want to increase," icines, perishable foods, toy
Johnson said.
weapons or breakable items
So far, the organization are not allowed.
has accumulated about 70
Officers of the two orboxes for this year's drive, ganizations will be worksaid Lauderbaugh. The ing together to go through
deadline for turning in do- each box to ensure that no
such items make it through.
nations is Dec. 14.

IS until

Cont. from page 1A
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Johnson explained that this
year is the first time that
they will also be required to
write out an itemized list of
the contents of every single
donated shoebox.
"It is time-consuming,
but it is well worth the effort to make sure everything
is there and they get there,"
Johnson said.
In the past, Lauderbugh
said the organizations have
received little feedback
from the shoebox recipients-and for good reason.
He explained that the boxes
are given to people so poor
that they could not afford to
buy a stamp to send a thank
you.
Yet, he remains unfazed
by the lack of accolades.
"The true spirit of giving is
giving freely, knowing y.ou
won't get any direct thank
you," Lauderbaugh said. "It
is giving without expecting
anything in return."

Wednesday, Noyember 14

Student Clayton G.
Mathis reported burglary
at Crow Hall. Stolen
were a biology textbook
and an algebra book
valued at $293.00. Crime
occurred between the
hours of 10:OO a.m. and
12:OO p.m.
Student Oluwadamilola
0. Olalude was arrested
for possession of
marijuana on Russell
Ave. Arrest occurred at
5:37 p.m.
,
Student Dexter L.
Copeland was arrested
for possession of
marijuana on Russell
Ave. Arrest occurred at
5:37 p.m.

Friday, November 16
Student Tamiesha
N. Maisonet reported
fraudulent use of a debit
card. Crime occurred
between the hours of
9:00and 10:OO a.m. on
Nov. 10.
Monday, November 19
Student Christopher
Warner was arrested
for public lewdness
in the parking lot of
Jacksonville Place.
Arrest occurred at 11:50
p.m.
Tuesday, November 20
Evan K. Bush was
arrested for possessing
alcohol as a minor.
Arrest occurred at
Jacksonville Place at
12:33 a.m.
Monday, November 26
Student Willian D.
Dean was arrested
for public intoxication
at Logan Hall. Arrest
occurred at 11:25 p.m.

Traveling home: Some students not as lucky as others
Cont. from page 1

winter break, but that finances do prevent
some from making the journey, leaving
them to stay in the house. Shults said that
though her time in the International House
has expanded her horizons, it is still difficult
to imagine what it must be like for students
to spend the holidays away from family.
"It would be very hard to spend the holidays without my family because we are very
close and have always spent every holiday
together," Shults said. "The most difficult
part would be seeing other families celebrating together and knowing that I (was) not
able to experience that same joy.
Because the majority of international students do not live in the International House,
JSU's University Housing seeks to accommodate students who need to live on campus
year-round.
Though most residence halls close their
doors to residents during winter break, the
university-owned apartments and Sparkman

Hall, JSU's largest co-ed facility, remain
open.
"By keeping Sparkman open all year
long, we give ourselves the flexibility to offer more students the opportunity to stay,"
said Residence Life Coordinator Brooke
Bell, who presides over Patterson and Logan
Halls. "Using Sparkman eliminates the need
to keep two buildings open for few students
needing housing during breaks."
Bell estimated that most international students live in Sparkman, but that those living
in other halls can reap the rewards of yearround housing as well. Bell explained that
such studentscan submit an application for
winter housing in the university's housing
bffice.
Though &ai is headed home to Japan
this Christmas, ladt year he participated in a
homestay program. The Atlanta English for
Internationals program, along with similar
programs strewn across the nation, seeks to
immerse international students in American
culture by placing them with American fam-

ilies for a few weeks at a time.
Arai, along with one other Japanese student, spent the holidays with a family. Arai
said that sightseeing was involved as well,
and that he visited sites like the Coco-cola
plant and Georgia's state capital.
For shorter breaks like Thanksgiving,
most international students vouch to remain
stateside. All residence halls remain open
for Thanksgiving break, a practice that, according to Bell, has been in place for three
years.
Arai headed to Georgia this year with his
friend and fellow student, Justin Swords, to
experience a traditional Thanksgiving. He
credits his friends, many of whom he met at
JSU's Baptist Campus Ministries, for much
of his positive experiences in America. Like
most international students, Arai does not
have a car, but he said he has good friends
that he can rely on for transportation. He
knows that for many international students,
this is simply not the case.
"I think I am just lucky," Arai said.

Cover story: Megan's Web site over 77,000 hits
Southerners' portion of the parade as a special tribute to Megan. Each band member wore
a sparkling blue ribbon on their
arm in Megan's honor, and the
color p a r d used shimmering
blue flags.
Why blue? Because it's more
than just her favorite color.
For Megan, it's a not-so-secret
code.
Megan and her father G a d
Brittain, campus minister of
JSU's Baptist Campus Ministries, post updates on her condition on her Web site,www.
caringbridg&rg/visit/meganbrittain, which, at last check,
had been viewed over 77,000
times. Depending on how well
Megan is doing that day, the
two change the color of the
message's text.
"Blue is a great day, red is
okay, green is a not-so-good
day and pink is a real bad day,"
said Megan, who made a face
at the mention of the color pink
(or even worse, a pink day).
Bodiford, who once lived
just a few doors down from the
Brittain family, said the Southerners' gesture is in response to
years of kindness from Megan's
dad, Gary. Every summer during the Southerners' sweltering
band camp, Gary brings a group
of BCM students to hand out
popsicles every single day of
the two-week camp-enough
,.

..
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Gary Brittain looks omas members of the Southerners prepare to march behind him. Gary is the
father of Megan and JSU's BCM campus minister. Photo by Bethany Harbison 1 The Chanticleer

"This parade is one the things
I l'east look forward to," Brandon said. "With this tribute to
Megan and her family, it makes
it worthwhile, and I think it is
great idea."
Megan was originally
scheduled
to be admitted
-- .- . . - - into
-

snag in the plan, but the kindness of yet another individual
saved the day. Gary explained
that a gentleman let Megan
"break in line" in front of him,
so that she could receive the
treatment and head home to star
in ---.
the parade.
.
r

-

as they launched into a rendition of "Sleigh Ridem-just for
her.
Later that night, after the fun
and festivities had come to an
end, Gary sat down at home to
update Megan's Web site. He
told of the band's tribute, Me-

01 DLIU sruaents

to nana out
popsicles every single day of
the two-week camp-enough
for all 400 band members.
"It's great to have him working at the university," Bodiford
said. "Everyone always has
something good to say about
Gary."
Mellophone player Josh
Brandon, an active member
of the BCM, is one example.
Brandon said that it was Gary's
popsicle ministry that first got
him involved in the organization. Since then, he said he has
come to think of Gary as a second father.

great idea."
so that she could receive the
Megan was originally
treatment and head home to star
scheduled to be admitted into
in the parade.
Children's Hospital for the
When Megan and Gary arwhole week of the parade, but
rived at the Winn-Dixie parkafter discovering that her blood
ing lot, the band's pre-parade
counts were too low for treatgathering spot, Bodiford herded
ment, daughter and dad faced
the masses of Southerners into
mixed emotions. Though both
a group and climbed a hill with
were concerned about the low
Megan in tow to introduce her
counts, Megan was thrilled at
to the band.
the prospect of being in the pa"We want to celebrate with
rade and Gary, ever the proud
"Megan tonight and wish her
father, was ready to snap dozens a speedy recovery," Bodiford
of pictures.
said. "And Megan, this parade's
for you."
Megan's 4:00 p.m. appointFrom her perch atop the hill,
ment for radiation in BirmingMegan smiled down at the band
ham was the only remaining

end, Gary sat down at home to
update Megan's Web site. He
told of the band's tribute, Megan's fun in the convertible, and
Mr. Bodiford's kindness.
"It has been a long, tiring day,
but a good one," Gary wrote.
Megan is in the midst of a
yearlong treatment regimen for
her tumors. The road ahead is
long and rocky, but Megan Brittain, brimming with spunk, is
determined and ready to fight.
The colors of tomorrow are
uncertain, but for today, Megan's dad just feels blessed to
be writing in shades of blue.

Constitution: Alabama's over 357,000 words, 799 amendments
Cont. from page 1

know don't understand how large it is, and
how out-of-date it is."
Alabama's state constitution has long been
infamous to legal scholars and analysts for
several reasons, none of them particularly
favorable. Its length, at some 357,000 words,
makes it the longest functioning constitution
in the world and longer than any current
state or national governing document.
The world's second-longest constitution is
that of India, which clocks in a distant second at 117,000 words. The U.S. Constitution contains some 4,300 words, according
to Lester.
At 799 amendments, it is the bulkiest governing document in the United States. The
U.S. Constitution, by comparison, totals a
trim 27 amendments and is 114 years older.
The state constitution's length can be
partly blamed on one concept: a positivelaw document.

"A higher-law document is based on fundamental principles. It lays out how govern, ment is going to function," Lester said. "It
doesn't lay out much more than fundamental
principles of government."
A positive-law document, Lester said,
tries to envision every eventuality of governance. Positive-law constitutions tend to
center power in the hands of the-state and
away from counties and municipalities.
Some state constitutions, and indeed the
U.S. Constitution, are higher-law documents, which leave room for interpretation.
Alabama's is not, which means that 90 percent of its length comes from the 799 amendments within its pages, and 70 percent of
those amendments apply to only one county
or city. Few of the amendments pertain to
the state as a whole.
Having a positive-law constitution also
means more power is concentrated in Montgomery and less in the hands of the counties
and municipalities. An effort to change that

standard, called home rule, has taken off in
the last decade.
"What it means is that localities and counties have to go back to the state to do very
basic things that, in most parts of the United
States, local and county governments can do
[by themselves]," Lester said.
Though the grassroots efforts to reform
the 1901 constitution are growing, the idea
is making little political headway. It's hard
to convince politicians who owe their careers to the document to rewrite it, according to Lester.
still; CCCR will press forward in pI;esenting its message to the public. Ussery said
more events are planned for the spring semester.
"It's been one of my passions to get involved, and it's definitely something we
need," she said. "We need to go out there and
make the best of what our state has. Without
constitutional reform, there's no telling what
we'll turn into."

National survey: Student-faculty interaction above average
Cont. from page 1

where 50.8 percent of seniors responded in the affirmative.
Students also seemed satisfied
with the level of student-faculty
interaction they encountered.
The survey stated that 33.6 percent of first-year students and
43.2 percent of seniors said they
worked with faculty members on
outside or research projects, or
receiving prompt oral and written feedback on assignments,
exams and projects. While the
figures sound. low, they are
above the national average, according €0Dr. King.
Even fewer responded favorably to a category called "enrich-

ing educational experiences,"
defind by NSSE as internships,
clubs and other activities outside the lecture hall, including
discussions across racial, ethnic
and religious boundaries. Within
that frame, 24.5 percent of firstyear students and 36.1 percent
of seniors responded positively.
In the final of the five benchmark sections, supportive campus environment, positive responses climbed. NSSE found
that 61.3 percent of first-year
students and 59.8 percent of
seniors said that JSU provided
a supportive campus environment, which included academic
and social support and inte,rpersonal relations ith faculty, staff

J

and students.
Universities use the findings
in different ways. In JSU's case,
Dr. King said, the results will
be blended with the university's
strategic plan to make necessary
changes to academic or social
facets of the campus.
"We really need to help the
campus get a grasp on how important it is for students to be engaged in the learning process,"
Dr. King said. "I want to see
more of that."
ISUwas One of
bama colleges and universities
that DaaiciDated in the s-ev.
~h~ bther
were Aub,&,
University, Faulkner University
and Judson College.
lthree

The NSSE is sent to the participating institutions nationwide, which this year numbered
6 10. Those colleges an.d universities range greatly in size, location, degrees offered and course
specialties.
Randomly selected students at
those institutions are then asked
to fill out and submit the surveys, which are then tabulated
into one of the five benchmark
categories. The results are used
by both universities and
s~ective students to
how well an institution is performing academically,.culturally
and socially.

Financial Aid
Running Out?
Too Many
Student Loans?
Maybe Army
ROTC Can Help!!!
1. 2,3, & 4-year scholarships for
undergraduate & graduate students
2. $1200 per year for books

3. Monthly allowance:
o $300-deshmen
o $390-sophomores
o $450-juniors
o $500-seniors

?

4. Dormitory Scholarships A- aila able!

National Guard & Armv Reserve
Students earn even more:
$4,500 per year Tuition Assistance
$247.00 per weekend drill pay
$500 per semester for books*
*(National Guard only)
JSU Army ROTC
(256) 782-5601
ROTCa.JStJ.EaU
or visit

m.rote.jsu.edu

& Army ROTC
A Premier\Officer Training Environment

The 7
dwarves
make it look
so easy
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Let's not
drink to that
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ay there, young citizen! It sure has been a busy
semester,%asn't it? I'll say it has!
And now it's caieening to a spectacular (or
depressing, depending on if you're me or-not) conclusion,
Hey, how about this "lowering the drinking age" business?
Seems as though some of the states are thinking about doing
just that in the near future.
To veer a bit into the world of dual federalism and annual
budget appropriations, it's-a concept easier discussed than
implemented. On paper and in principle, the states have the
power to adjust the drinking age to whatever they wish it to
be.
However, in practice, the federal government has the
upper hand, f i r Congress controls the purse strings. In
1984, when Congress requested the 50 states to bring their
legal drinking ages into line at 21 years old, they threatened
federal highway funding if the state didn't comply. That is,
if a state refused to go along, the federal government would
withhold significant amounts of the state's annual highway
appropriations.
It was called the National Minimum Drinking Age Act.
While it did not outlaw the consumption of alcoholic
beverages by those under 2 1 years of age, the federal
government's highway hnding provision made it nearly
impossible for state governments.to disregard it.
Most of the states fell in line, but Louisiana remained the
sole holdout for a long time. Consequently, its rdads went
all to hell before the state finally gave in, and now they have
nicer roads.
The lesson here: Don't mess with the federal government
when it comes to your annual highway approriations bill.
But anyways, back to this idea of lowering the drinking
age: It stinks.
Think about it. If 21-year-olds are buying booze for 18year olds, what would happen if 18-year-olds bought booze
for 12-year-olds? The children! Won't somebody please
*
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People are the key at JSU
When I first started at JSU for my undergraduate degree, I was just out of high school. My
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I can't iehly explain
why JSU pulls at me. Per.
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As a high school student approaching college, you can't wait.
You're so excited to be able to do
whatever you want, whenever you
want. There's just one problem:
Everything in today's society costs
money.
Then you finally realize that
college isn't going to be the same
breeze that high school was when
mommy and daddy paid for everything. They say it%time for you to
grow up and start making your own
money.
Originally, you begin to think,
"no problem, I can 6,nd a job anybhere," and in some cases that's
the truth, but soon you begin to realize that the only jobs in this area
are those awful jobs at the dirty
fast-food restaurants.
Then you begin to understand
that finding a job isn't going to be
as easy as you once thought.
I started a job search not too long
ago and quickly realized that as a
college student with no work experience, it's almost impossible to
find a job that I was truly going to
be happy with, or one that's going
to support the lifestyle I am used to
keeping.
Now, as an employed individual
making a minimal $6.50 an hour, I
have realized that you have to do
what you have to do in order to
make ends meet.
The first thing that changes is
your lifestyle - no more $80 tabs
at the bar and definitely no more
taking dates to Outback.
Suitable places to work in this
town are few and far between, and
basically if you don't spend the
summer here or come back a month
before school starts, you going to
be out of luck when it comes to
employment. .
Also, if you are not from around
here, it can be an uphill battle.
As a person that moved here from out of state, I began to realize auickIv that the iob situation

Think about it. If 21-year-olds are buying booze for 18year olds, what would happen if 18-year-olds bought booze
for 12-year-olds? The children! Won't somebody please
think of the children?!

AMT robs
middle-class
ATMs

.

A

nd now for something completely different.
One of our higher-ups here tells me I have to be
"edgy" in this space, so here it is: The Alternative
Minimum Tax should be abolished.
Yeah, I went there.
There are two AMTs: one for corporations and one for
individuals. It's the individual AMT that burns my toast. The
idea meant well enough when it was enacted in 1969.
The AMT's original target was 155 high-income
households that, because of loopholes in the tax code of the
day, ended up owing little or no tax revenue to the federal
government.
The intentions were good. I don't dispute that. Those 155
households got off easily when no one else did. It's good to
close those tax loopholes that made it possible.
But the road to hell, it's been said, is paved with good
intentions. There are serious issues with the modem
application of the AMT.
In fact, the Alternative Minimum Tax was declared the
single biggest problem in American Tax Code in 2006. By
the IRS. When the IRS has a problem with its own tax code,
. you know it's trouble.
Because the AMT is not indexed to the inflation rate,
in recent years, more and more Americans have become
ensnared in its pernicious grip.
Most of those affected are middle-income families who are
already hurting from the lower spending power of the dollar
and President Bush's disastrous tax cuts.
So, yeah. Fix it, Congress. Do NOT make me come up
there!
And so, with champagne wishes and caviar dreams, all of
us here at the Chanticleer wish you a very Merry Christmas,
Happy Hanukkah, Happy Kwanza, Merry Festivus and a
very Happy New Year.
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When I first started at JSU for my undergraduate degree, I was just out of high school. My
dad worked at JSU and almost everyone that I
graduated with was going to Troy University.
But I went against the grain and chose Jacksonville (this was also back when Troy and JSU
were huge rivals).
'
Though that was only seven years ago, sometimes it feels like an eternity.
My first two years at JSU were typical of
many who are just getting out of the house for
the first time. I rarely studied, rarely went to
class and was always partying.
Of course, that did not sit well with my parents or the scholarship board. After my sophomore year, I decided that I didn't need college
and I was done.
I got a "real" job, worked "real" hours and
learned that "real" life is not as much fun as
they show on television. Whenever someone
would ask me where I went to school or when I
had graduated, I hated saying, "Well, I am taking a break."
Though I was making good money at the
time, my boss informed me that although I had
the experience, I didn't have the education to
go any further with that company so, after two
and a half years, I finally figured it out.
If I did not end my break soon, it was going
to be a permanent one. In the spring of 2005, I
started back to school at JSU.
As I am told now, most people were surprised
not only that I came back at all, but also that I
came back to JSU.
Apparently, there are a lot of people who
would rather start over completely thari to return to the scene of the crime and try to right
old wrongs.
Right them I did, and this past summer, I finally graduated.
So, what does a new graduate decide to do?
Start back to grad school at JSU, of course.
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As a person that moved here I can't really explain
from out of state, I began to real-,
why JSU pulls at me. Perize quickly that the job situation
haps it is the feel of a big
around here can become very
university iri a small town
stressful, especially when you have
that I get as I drive down
bills to pay.
the road.
I applied for jobs for over two
Perhaps not.
months before I actually found one
My gut tells me it is the
working in Oxford. Honestly, that
people. The students, facjob is not even worth it, considerulty and staff that make
ing I spend more money in gas
Toni Merriss up this great university
driving there and back then I make
in a day.
I came back
chantyeditor@gmail.com are W ~ Y
A large problem I found was that
here.
many employers do not want to
The fact that I can
work with the crazy schedules that
walk into many buildings on campus and know
college students have. It is not like
more than five people that know me as well.
we get to pick and choose from a
The fact that most of my professors know my
sea of classes. We have to show up
name after only one or two class meetings.
for
class just like everyone else.
I mean, seriously, what other school can you
Seriously,
what kind of college
go to where the president leaves his door open
town doesn't have employers that
on Friday afternoons, just so students can talk
are actually willing to work with
to-him?
.
students to give them a break and a
Here at the Chanticleerthis semester, we may
chance to make a little money?
have been busting some chops on some of our
Of course, there are those fortustories and editorials. We do this not only benate few whose mommy and daddy
cause it is our job and it helps us prepare for our
are still willing to pay for everyfuture jobs, we do it so that we can help JSU be
thing, no matter how much their
aware of ongoing problems and hopefully take
kids want .to spend at the bar or
the Aecessary actions to solve them.
spring break in Mexico. To them,
We want JSU to succeed just as much as anyI say, "Enjoy it, cause it won't last
fodver."
body, and if we can help even one person get a
I just think that this town would
better quality education, then we feel that we
knefit from having a few more ophave done our job.
portunities for those who are not
JSU is not just my school, it is my alma mater
made to work with food but would
and one that I am proud of.
still like to pay their bills. Since
most
of us have to work through
Toni Merriss is the editor in chief of The Chancollege,
why not help us to make
ticleer. She can be reached by phone at 782ends
meet?
5701 or by e-mail at chantyedit~r@~maiZ.corn.
You can read her weekly JSU blog @
Eric Beck is the distribution
chantyeditor.blogspot.com.
manager of The Chanticleer.
He can be reached b y phone at
782-5701.
'
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envelope please :
By Patrick Swafford
Sports Editor

With the end of the calendar year quickly approaching, The Chanticleer staff, along
with three guests with ties to Jacksonville State, submitted their votes for the 2007 Male
and Female Athlete of the Year awards.
The voting wasn't even close.

Abbey Breit
The Chanticleer's
2007 Female Athlete of the Year

One athlete picked up seven of eight total first place votes and the other picked up
half.
The Chanticleer congratulates not only our winners, but every JSU student athlete for
their hard work and determination.

Clay Whitternore
The Chanticleer's
2007 Male Athlete of 'the Year

What else can be written about the most
decorated volleyball player in Jacksonville
State history?
No one in school history has more career
kills than Abbey Breit's 1,897.
In fact, only one former player, Kisha
West, has more career digs than her 1,342.
Breit's four-year career in Jacksonville has
been a virtual assault on the record books.
"It's something to be proud of," Breit said
of her records. "But also, I'm aware that none
of that would have happened if it weren't for
the success of the team."
One look at the list of her accomplishments
and you'll see just why the Louisville, Ky.
native earned first-team All-OVC in each of
her four years and won the OVC's Offensive
Player of the Week award 13 times in her career.
In addition to those awards, Breit has also
won the OVC's Offensive Player of the Year
in each of the last three seasons.
Last season, Breit took it one step fuflher
by winning the OVC's Female Athlete of the
Year.
"It's all just a byproduct of hard work and
being surrounded by people that work hard
and compete and push each other everyday,"
Breit said.

Breit was also earned Honorable Mention
All-America honors by the American Volleyball Coaches Assocciation in her sophomore and junior seasons. The announcement
of this year's All-Americans will come near
the conclusion of the NCAA tournament.
In her final season, Breit led the Gamecocks in total kills and kills per game and
also became the second person in school history with over 1,000 career kills and 1,000
career digs.
Breit even ventured into uncharted territory this season, picking up her first ever OVC
~
Defensive Player of t h Week.
"I think I'll be able to appreciate it more
when I'm older and I look back whereas
right now it's just kind of hard to see the big
picture," Breit said.
Breit was an almost uninamous choice for
our Female Athlete of the Year.
Breit ran away with the voting, picking up
seven of the eight first place votes and a second-place vote on the remaining ballot.
"This is cool," Breit said. "It's a different one. With this award, it's more invested
in the university as opposed to coaches and'
sports information directors who have to
consider everyone else. This one comes from
my peers, so it's definitely cool."

Clay Whittemore's season was as consistent and productive as any baseball player
could have.
Whittemore flirted with .400 for much
of the season, finishing with a .391 batting
average while driving in 69 runs to lead the
Ohio Valley Conference.
He also led the OVC in hits, doubles and
multiple-hit games.
Whittemore led the Gamecocks to the
championship game of the OVC Tournament and also earned first-team All-OVC
as well as OVC Player of the Year.
"It's really special," Whittemore said of
the achievements. "When I was a little kid,
these are the things I laid in bed thinking
about. You always dream of stuff like this
happening. It's just really special to have
some of those dreams come true."
In 2007, it seemed like every time Whittemore came to the plate, he had runners
on base.
More often than not, the two Gamecocks
hitting ahead of him in the batting order,
Bert Smith and Nick Cleckler, were already in scoring position.
"It's not hard to have those types of nurnbers when everytime you come to the plate,
Bert and Nick are on second and third,"

Whittemore said. "When you've got guys
like that in front of you, it makes your job
really easy."
To say that WLittemore was a one-man
show would be a lie.
Whittemore was the most consistent bat
on a team that saw ten of its players earn
All-OVC honors in either first, second or
freshman teams.
"It's nice to have one or two guys on
those conference teams, but when you get
seven or eight guys making these teams its
a more consistent level of players," Whittemore said.
Consistency helped Whittemore earn
countless honors from the OVC and it
helped him win this award as well.
While Whittemore only received four
first place votes, he appeared on every ballot, something no dther male did in the voting.
"It's really huhbling to have your felldw
students deem you worthy of an award like
this. I put this up there with any of the other
awards I've gotten," Whittemore said. "I
look and see how good these other guys
are and to think that people put me up there
with them means a lot."
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A look back at 2007
By Patrick Swafford
Sports Editor

Jered

We want
to watch,
but we
can 't
I'm not a big professional
sports guy.
The behavior a lot of professional athletes exhibit on and
off the field mortifies me, and
I hope that Sean Taylor's death
wasn't the latest example.
Whether it was indiscretion
on his part or just a random
tragedy, there have been several of examples in the NFL over
the past year that have largely
turned me off the game.
Darrent Williams deciding
it was acceptable to be at a
nightclub at 4:30 in the morning and paying the ultimate
price. Michael Vick ... well,
you know. Q e poor decision
making of Pacman Jones,
Chris Henry, Tank Johnson
and on and on.
Not to be all holier than
thou, but it's legitimately hard
to cheer for any of these players or any of their teams.
But the one story I have ,
been following is the rejuvenation of Brett Favre. His
play -he wouId be a lock
for NFL MVP if not for Tom
Brady playing out of his mind
- combined with the young
talent on the Packers defense
has made Green Bay extremely watchable.
Tonight, the Packers travel
to Dallas in a battle of 10-1
teams looking to assert themselves as the superior team in
the NFC.
It should be a great battle
between Favre and the young
player that many are saying is
+l-----.C..-.--
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Jacksonville State athletics
as a whole had a fairly productive year in 2007.
The spring saw six different
teams either win or contend
for an Ohio Valley Conference
title.
Baseball
Baseball saw the emergence
of Clay Whittemore as one of
the team's premier hitters as
the Gamecocks entered the
OVC tournament as the second
seCd.
Whittemore led the OVC' in
batting average, runs batted in
and hits on his way to being
awarded the OVC's Player of
the Year award.
JSU's pitching staff was as
effective as usual with Donovan Hand cementing his role
as the leader of the staff while
Alex Jones developed into a
reliable closer that coach Jim
Case could count on in later innings.
The Gamecocks found themselves in the championship
game of the OVC tournament
for the fourth straight year, losing a 3-2 decision to Austin
Peay in the finale.
Softball
Softball saw similar success
and an ending that 'Jana McGinnis and her staff are becoming all too familiar with.
JSU's bats were active as always with three different players hitting 11 or more home
runs.
Pappano also hit .392 and
drove in 50 runs on the season.
After a 35-23 record during
the regular season, the Gamecocks battled their way through
the tournament and once again
advanced to the title game
where they eventually lost to
Tennessee Tech.
Tech has been a thorn in
JSU's side fori the better part
of the last several years. The
Golden Eagles eliminated JSU
from the OVC tournament a
few years ago after the Game-

cocks won the regular seasor,
title and the right to host the
tournament.
Golf
Both men's and women's golf
teams brought hardware back
to Jacksonville after claiming
OVC Championships.
For the women, it was their
third straight conference crown
and helped to continue their
streak of dominance over the
rest of the OVC.
The men seemed to hit their
stride at the perfect time, capitalizing on a late charge by
Daniel Willett.
Willett faced a seven-shot
deficit at the start of the final
round, but somehow *not only
made up the .difference but
pulled away for a five-stroke
individual lead and the individual medal as well.
Tennis
The men's tennis team broke
through in a big way, winning
the regular season and tournament titles while only losine
one OVC match thrdugh th;
entire season.
Scott Robertson led a host
of Gamecocks that earned AllOVC honors, but the biggest
surprise of the year was freshman Eduardo Saratt.
Saratt lost his first match of
his collegiate career, then went
on to mow down a school record 17 consecutive opponents
in singles play before finally
losing in straight sets in the
first round of the NCAA tournament.
New faces
JSU saw several new faces
make an immediate impact in
2007, but none more than quarterback Cedric Johnson.
Johnson came in as a junior
college transfer from Mississippi and brought life to an offense that many believed to be
stagnant.
Once Johnson earned the
starting role after the UT-Chattanooga game, the junior from
Americus, Ga., took Paul Snow
Stadium by storm.
Johnson's ability to make

plays with his feet as 'well as his
& n made him a duel threat.
If there was any question
as to the degree of his impact,
he answered all doubts and
auestions with his four rushing touchdown performance
against Austin Peay in front of
a national television audience
on ESPNU.
Johnson's feat matched a
school record, but his feet made
the biggest impression.
One particular play saw
Johnson fake an option pitch to
his left, stop on a dime and take
off 'in the other direction.
The end result was a long
touchdown run and the nu&
ber five top play of the night on
ESPN's Sportscenter.
Softball also was introduced
to its own new faces, Karla Pittman and Chrissy O'Neal.
Pittman came in and irnmediately strengthened a pitching
staff that lost its two best from
the previous season to graduaI.
uon.
Pittman flourished in the circle for JSU, going 21-10 while
striking out 172 batters in 209
innings of work.
Pittman also led the team
with a 1.57 ERA.
In her freshman season,
O'Neal was one of the strongest bats JSU had.
O'Neal tied for second on the
team with 11 homers and was
third in hits while batting .310
in all 58 games JSU played.
Another new face at JSU was
new women's basketball coach
Becky Geyer.
Geyer came to JSU after a
stint as an assistant at Central
Florida.
Before that, she coached Division I11 Trinity to a NCAA
Championship.
Geyer's first season in Jacksonville neither began nor ended well.
The G k o c k s finished far
out of contention for a spot in
the OVC tournament, managing only seven total wins
through the season.

.

Quarterback Cedric Johnson was named the starter three week!
into the season-and later became the first person in school his
tory to rush and pass for over 100 yards in the same game
Photo by Steve Latham l Jacksonville State University
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It should be a great battle
between Favre and the young
player that many are saying is
the next Favre, Tony Romo.
America's Team versus
America's model athlete.
And few will be able to
watch.
The game is on the NFL
Network, a channel that is
available only to satellite subscribers.
The NFL and cable television aren't able to reach a
satisfactory contract to show
these Thursday night games,
and as a result, the majority of
the country will do without.
The NFL claims it is using
the marquee games to build
the network. And sure, that
would be great if people could
actually watch the games.
But it seems like the league
is holding its fans hostage in
an attempt to force cable to
pay steep prices to air the NFL
Network.
Roger Goodell is doing his
best in his new role as commissioner to straighten out
the league's player conduct
policy. It's good to see that he
recognizes the image problems
within the NFL and is trying to
correct them.
But why wouldn't he do everything in his power to make
sure Green Bay and Dallas are
on TV?
The game tonight could exemplify everything that is right
with the league. Even T.O. has
become a model citizen.
But to have this monetary
dispute with the cable networks, to deprive its fans of
one of the biggest games of
the year ... it's just unconscionable to me,
Imagine this scenario.
The Patriots are 15-0 and
are looking to become the first
team in the history of the NFL
to put together a 16-0 regular
season.
They are playing at the New
York Giants, a probable playoff team in the biggest media
market in the country.
There is potential history something not likely to be seen
again any time soon - in the
making, and it's going to be
seen by fewer than 40 percent
of American households.
It really makes the NFL look
as underhanded as the athletes
who turned me off the league
in the first place.
u
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Johnson's ability to malte

tnrougn tne season.

Jacksonville State left fielder Clay Whitternore earned OVC Player of the Year honorsafter hitting
.391 with 69 RBI's and 20 doubles. Photo by Steve Latharn /Jacksonville State University

BASKETBALL

MEN'S HOOPS

WOMEN" SOWS

Brav has career n i ~ hin
t
loss to Central Arkansas

Gamecocks lose two
straight despite big
weekend 'from freshmen

with less than four minutes to
play.
Will Ginn had a chance to tie.
JSU's nm of close games the game in the final seconds,
continued, as the Gamecocks but his 3-pointer was off the
mark, and the Beas' free throw
' traveled to Central Arkansas
shooting was nearly impccable
, and fell by a 76-72 score.
It was the fourth consecutive down the stretch.
.game JSU has played that was After starting out ice cold and
falling behind-by as many as 10,
decided in the final minute.
: "We're putting ourselves in the Bears trimmed JSU's half: position to win these games," time lead to 25-23.
The Bears hit 13 of their first
, said coach Mike LaPlante. "It's
: just a matter of making the plays 19 shots in the second half on
down the stretch and closing the ' their way to shooting 59 percent from the floor. Nate Bowk
deal."
: The Gamecocks did make s c m d 21 of his game-high 23
I some plays late against Central pow after the half to pace
UCA.
, Arkansas, putting together a fuJSU featured a balanced atrious rally after trailing by 13

: Staff Sports Writer
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tack that saw four players score
in double figures, led by M e n
Brown's 17 and Ginn's 16.
DeAndre Bray added a caBy Jaresl 6rayette
reer-high 15, but perhaps more
Stan SpQrts writer
important were the eight assists
he dished out. Those assists
Many people believe that playing against stiff
bring his seasqn total to an
competition during the early portion of the reguNCAA-best 45.
lar season wiM ultimately make you better in the
The junior was named O h b
long run.
Valley Conference Co-Player
That is what the Jacksonville State women's
of the Week, after dishing out
basketball team is hoping.
19 assists in the two games SSU
The Gamecocks (1-4) lost to both Georgia
played, and turning the ball over
Southern and Georgia State last week.
only thee times.
Despite the losses, it's becoming apparent
Jeremy B@wn also shared an
after each game that the team is moving in the
OVC honor, for Freshman'of the
right direction.
Week, after scoring 26 points in
"I'm not looking at the fact that we are 1-4,"
the two games.
JSU coach Becky k y e r said. "I'm looking at
Bray, who led the OVC in asthe fact that we are,tremendously better than
sists last season, is counted on to
we were when we played our first exhibition
facilitate the offense even more
game."
than usual with Jonathan Towles
The biggest key for this team entering conmissing from the lineup.
ference play wuld be the performance of two
Towles has missed the last
standout freshman. As of late, both Cierra Dutwo games with a t h i g h h i s e ,
hart and Danielle Beneby are living up to their
and senior Erik Adams has not
lofty preseason expectations.
played at all this year.
Through four games,.Duhart is averaging 10
Both have returned to pracpoints per game to go along with 6.8 rebounds
tice, and LaPIank says that their
per game. Beneby has led the team in scoring
return'
will strengthen JSU's
two out of the last three games.
end-game play.
Despite the number of positives coming from
"It's a bit of a dbuble-edge
this team, last Tuesday's game against Georgia
right now, having to rely on
Southern wasn't pretty. The Gamecocks fell 63freshman at the end of games,"
44.
he said. "On. the one hand,
Sophomore Jolie Efezokhae was the only
you'd like to have more experiplayer to reach double-figures for JSU, as she
ence auf &ere, but on the other
recorded her second double-double of the seahand, having these guys 'out
son tallying 10 points and 12 rebounds.
there now wil3 pvpare them for
"Against Georgia Southern, we didn't come
conference play."
out with the effort that we needed," Geyer said.
The Gamecocks (2-4) will
"Of all the teams ,that we have played, I think
have an h e d i a t e opportunity
they were the most beatable, but if you don't
to avenge thg loss gs the Bears
show up with that effort you are going to get
come to ~aeksoaiille on the
beat."
back end o f 4 unique home and
The Gamecocks played better on Saturday
home series.
but still came away on the losing end, falling to
"It's a litrle odd
play the
Georgia State 63-5 1.
s m e team twice, in i row like
Only nine players traveled to Atlanta for the
this," said 'Zaplante. "We jyst
game.
couldn't
find anv other wav to
-Without the services of Duhart or Courtney
JSU guard DeAndre Bray earned OVC Co-Player of the Week ,Q& it out, mi
now we iave
Chessher
in the post, the Gamecocks played
honors after dishing out a total of 19 assists last week. Bray cur- to g&
fa.andher hard
zone defense for the majority of the game,
rently leads the nation in assists with 45.Photo by James Harkins fought
which helped JSU take a four-point lead into the
IJSUFan.com

,. By Jered Staubs
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JSU guard Eren McMichadwas instrumental in
the Gamecocks' early success against Georgia
State. Photo by James Harkins 1 JSUFan.com

break.
The second half was a totally different story.
t
the field
Georgia State shot-64 ~ r c e n from
and outscored the Gamecocks by 16 points.
"I thought they really struggled with our
zone," Geyer said. "At crucial times, we didn't
get matched up, and then they started getting a
little bit hot."
Two Gamecocks scored double-digits in points
on Saturday. Beneby led the team with 15, and.
f r e s h y n Zenobia Pitts added 10.
The Gamecocks will finish up their non-conference schedule this week as they will take on
Troy and Southern Miss.
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by chris pittman
web editor
Uncharted: Drake's Fortune
(Pluystation 3)
Naughtv DOEhas a hh on their hands with Uncharted. The game 1s v&y h n tEplay and even more fun to look at. Uncharted has some of the best visuals in the gaming market today. It
also has a large variety of gameplay mechanics that keep the game
fiesh and interesting.

The Legend of Zelda: Phantom Hourglass
(Nintendo DS)
Link's newest adventure takes him back to the land of
the handheld. Phantom Hourglass is truly a work of art, featuring
graphics and sound that push the Nintendo DS to the next level:
The game strays away from the standard Zelda experience, but still.
retains the quality that you would come to expect from the series.

Metroid Prime 3: Corruption (Wii)
Metroiii Prime 3 takes the Wii's unique controls to a newlevel. Samus makes her debut on Nintendo's newest console with a game that seems to perfectly blend shooting and adventure elements. Metroid Prime also provides the challenge that many
Wii games lack.
#

God of War 2 (Playstation 2)

7
/

God of War 2 proves that there is still a good reason to
keep that Playstation 2 hooked up. The title is one of
the best action games to come along in recent history.
Every little detail of God of War 2 shines-from combat to puzzle
solving.

6

.Halo 3 (Xbox 360)

-

.

'

'

Master Chief's debut on Xbox 360 prompted a launch
event ;hat put every other form of entertainment to shame. Halo
3 combines a good single-player campaign with a fantastic multiplayer mode to produce one of the year's best games. Developer
Bungie included both a level editor tool and a saved games feature
in order to strengthen the games longevity. They were successful as
many people will be playing this game for years to come.

Mass Effect (Xbox 360)
BioWare is notorious for creating some of the best roleplaying games in the industry. Mass Effect continues
this tradition
that the -.
company does
. and
- shows
--- ..
. . not. have
.
.

<
.

tockio
lockin

d

BioWare 1s notorious for creating some of the best roleplaying games in the industry. Mass Effect continues
this tradition and shows that the company does not have
to rely on the Star Wars license. The game sh~nesin the role-playing aspect, with each player made decision being crucial to the
story. Mass Effect is a huge game that will keep you playing well
into next year.

orn

Call of Duty 4: Modern Wa$are
(PCIPlaystation 3IXbox 360)
Infinity Ward has taken their hit franchise to the next level
with Call of Duty 4. The war shooter has an amazing
single-player campaign that will have you on the edge of your seat
the entire ride. The multiplayer experience is one of the best you
will find this year. The game has many jaw-dropping moments that
simply do not exist in many of today's games.

The Orange Box
(PCIPlaystation 3IXbox 360)
The Orange Box features five quality games in one
package. Half-Life 2 is the meat of the group, and it
comes complete with both expansions. In the making for nearly
a decade, Team Fortress 2 proves that the wait was worth it by
delivering amazing class-based multiplayer. Portal rounds out the
package, and has become a cult favorite among gamers all over th'e
world. The Orange Box is by far the best bang for your buck this
year.

'

1gs of
cause

BioShock (PCIXbox 360)

& BioShock
is the most memorable experience of any game
on this list. Irrational Games' first-person thriller surprised many people this year by delivering a game that
was near perfect on all cylinders. The world of Rapture is an absolutely breathtahng place that perfectly fits the dark mood of the
story. The use of plasmids adds more variety to tackling enemies,
and ignores the constant run-and-gun gameplay of most shooter
games. BioShock is a breath of fresh air to the first-person shooter
genre.

Super Mario Galaxy (Wi.)

I*

Super Mario Galaxy is, simply put, the best game of
2007. Nintendo has yet again reinvented the platformer by sending their loveable mascot into space. Everything about
the game shines, fiom the amazing animations to the top notch musical score.. The level design is by far the best ever in a Mario game,
and the controls utilize the Wii Remote's strengths. Galaxy proves
that Mario is still the king of video games.

:oilee1
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Mario takes to the sky in'puper Mario Galaxy. Media file photo
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The Chanticleer
Kevin Jeffers,
"anaging
Editor
1. "Heretics"
~ridrewBird
2. 'Turn On Me"
The Shins
3. "Reckoner"
Radiohead
4. "Up Against
the Wall"
Peter Bjorn and John
5. "Rag and Bones"
The White Stripes
Toni Merriss,
Editor in Chief
1. "I'm Still a Guy"
Brad Paisley
2. "Living our love
song" Jason Atdean
3. "Beautiful GirisJ'
Sean Kingston
4. "Waves of You"
Jeannine Hebb Band
5. "Don't Blink"
Kenny Chesney

Matt McRae,
Photd fditor
I. "Dream World" Rilo
Kiley
2. "Salt of the Earth"
Lovedrug
3. "Epidemic" '
Blackfield
4. "Magic"
Bruce Springsteen
5. "The Hound"
Coheed & Cambria
Chris Pittrnan,
Web Editor
1. "Be Bold",
Screwie Lewie
2. "What I've Done"
Linkin Park
3. "Blue Maaic" Jav-Z

-2
+?I

f
I?

our favorite
songs of the year
WLJS

10

9

good bad n~t~ewil
lips'

andrew bird /
armchair apocrypha

jennifer gentle /
the midnight room

Matt Reese,
Music Director
1. "Take My Hand"
Jennifer Gentle
2. "Baby Comes
Around" Ariel Pink's
Haunted Graffiti
3. "Videotape"
Radiohead
4. "In the Club
'
White Williams
5. "Mechanical MeeMee Sings the Blues"
300 lb. Ghost

Jessica Bloodworth,
DJ, Sunday night
1. "Is There a Ghost?"
Band of Horses
2. "Boy with a Coin"
tron and Wine
3. "Missed the Boat"
.Modest Mouse
4. "Big Casino"
Jimmy Eat World
5. "Hero/Heroinem
Boys Like Girls

Katie Shepard,
DJ, Sunday night
1. "Acceptable in the
80's" Calvin Harris
2. "Rockers to
Swallow"
Yeah Yeah Yeahs
3. "My Little Japanese
Cigarette Case"
Spoon
4. "Big Casino"
Jimmy Eat World
5. "The Pretender"
- Foo Fighters
Corey Martin,
Afternoon DJ
1. "We were born
aaain mutants with

2. "What I've Done"
Linkin Park
3. "Blue Magic" Jay-Z
4. "First Eme"
Lifehouse
5. "Big Things Poppin"
T. I.
Brandon Hollingsworfh,

Afternoon DJ
1. 'We were born

liars /
liars

News Editor
1. "Thnks fr the Mmrs"

Fall Out Boy
2. 'This Ain't a Scene,
It's an Arms Race"
Fall Out Boy
3. "Hum Halleluiah"
Fall Out BO;
4. "The Take Over, the
Break's Over"
Fall Out Boy
5. "I'm Like a Lawyer
with the Way I'm
i Always Trying to Get
You Off Fall Out Boy

Julie Skinner,
DJ, Thursday night
1. "Zeitgeist"
Smashing Pumpkins
2. "Apologize"
One Republic
3. "You Made me Like
It"
The 1990's
4' "Girls Who Play
Guitar"
Maximo Park
5. "1 Was Married"
, Tegan and Sara

I Patrick
Swafford,
Sports Editor
1. "One and Only"

B

Timbaland wl Fail Out
BOY
2. "What 1 Want"
Daughtry
3. "Deathstar"
Sevendust
4. "Par'alyzer" Finger
Eleven
5. "Streetcorner
Symphony"
Rob Thomas

Befbany Harbison,
Copy Edltor
1. "East to West"
Casting Crowes
2. "Everything Glorious"
David Crowder Band
3. "I'm For You"
Toby Mac
4, "In Better Hands"
Natalie Grant
5. "God With Us"
Mercy Me

again mutants with
leafling" Of Montreal
2. "Hey Girl" Figurines
3. "What Light"
.
Wilco
4. "Silver Lining"
Rilo Kiley
5. 'Yinni Viddi Vicci"
Black Lips

radiohead 1

Natalie Dempster,
Mews Director
1 . "F-ck Was I"
Jenny Owen Youngs
2. "No Bad News"
Patty Griffin
3, "Girls and Boys"
Ingrid Michaelson
4. "'JVolves at Night"
Manchester
Orchestra
5. "Sing Theresa
Says" Greg Laswell

alike Stedham,

:real /
hissing fauna, are you the destroyer?

Media Adviser
1. "Ordinary People"
Neil Young
2. "RadIa Nowhere"
Bruce Springsteen
3. "#9 Dream" R.E.M.
4. ''That Was Me" Paul
McCartney
5. "P!o More Walks In
The Woods"
Eagles
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